
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           



 

FOURTH QUARTER 2019 

OUTLOOK 
Can You Have Your Cake and Eat It, Too? 
 
 
As we enter the fourth quarter, stocks are up more than 20% and the broad 
bond market is up around 8%. Both stocks and bonds have done well this 
year, which begs the question, can we really have our cake and eat it, too? 
Can stocks and bonds both do this well at the same time? Looking back in 
time for insights, the answer is “yes.” There have been years where both have 
done well even after adjusting for inflation. Whether stocks and bonds 
continue to climb together is a tougher question to answer. 
 
To answer this question, we need to take a step back and understand what’s 
driving the two asset classes higher. Global economic data has been slowing 
and is expected to slow more based on current trends. This is supportive for 
bond investors as weaker growth could drive up bond prices.  
 
As we have seen over this economic expansion though, bad economic news 
can be good news for investors when central banks like the Federal Reserve, 
or Fed, get involved. Equity investors may think we’re in a situation where the 
global economy is slowing, but not contracting, and weak economic data will 
force central banks to engage in stimulus and easing actions. If growth is too 
weak, this will be bad news for equities.  
 
We do think it’s unlikely that equities and bonds will move in the same direction 
for much longer. Eventually, investor expectations will be more in line with the 
Fed and other central banks. If these central banks can match equity investors’ 
expectations, we should see equities hold up and bond yields could rise. 
Likewise, if investor expectations aren’t met, equities could see a pullback 
from their near all-time highs. Predicting central bank actions is difficult, as 
they can be data-dependent, and data is constantly changing. 
 
Keeping a balanced perspective is important. It’s easy to overreact or 
underreact to information. We recommend keeping a long-term focus, paying 
closer attention to your long-term risk and return objectives. Now could also 
be a good time to rebalance to these objectives and talk to your financial 
professional about any possible changes to your goals.  
 
Having a financial plan in place can give you perspective and confidence as 
volatility picks up. In the fourth quarter, we expect trade disputes to persist, 
global growth to slow, further central bank policy uncertainty, and Brexit news 
to pick up. Again, a balanced perspective is key—central banks may be able 
to offset negative news, quickly turning it into good news. Putting the icing on 
the cake, we could even get a trade deal. 
 

At-A-Glance  
 
Global growth expectations 
are low, but there are high 
hopes for central bank 
easing. 
 
U.S. large cap equity 
valuations are high relative 
to historical levels, but bond 
yields are also historically 
low. 
 
Volatility will likely increase 
in the future as investor 
expectations around central 
bank policies are adjusted 
and trade disputes persist. 
 
Brexit news and possibly a 
no-deal Brexit could be on 
the horizon in 2019. 
 
A balanced perspective is 
important to investing right 
now as good news may 
become bad news quickly. 
Sticking to a long-term plan 
can help stay on track and 
avoid pitfalls. 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Global Economy 
 
While the United States’ economy is slowing as expected this year, it continues into its longest expansion 
on record. First-quarter gross domestic product (GDP) grew at a healthy pace of 3.1%, arguably borrowing 
growth from the second quarter through inventory buildup. Keeping this in mind, the second-quarter GDP 
growth wasn’t that bad, at around 2%. An advanced estimate of third-quarter GDP won’t be released until 
the end of October, but the Atlanta Federal Reserve currently estimates the growth to be around 1.5%. The 
slowdown is something to watch. If this trend continues, it could signal a recession is coming, but we should 
also be cautious interpreting the slowing economy. Propelled by tax cuts, GDP was arguably climbing at 
an unsustainable pace last year. The economy has been climbing at a very slow and steady pace this entire 
expansion—average quarterly growth is 2.3%—so we shouldn’t necessarily be surprised by 1.5% GDP 
growth. This expansion has been both the longest and the slowest in recent history. However, fourth-quarter 
GDP growth could be under 1%, which may increase recession worries for economists and investors. 
 
Figure 1: Longest Expansion Is the Slowest 

 
Source: Cetera Investment Management, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. The 
chart shows the level of Real GDP growth for U.S. economic expansions since 1961. Data as of 6/30/2019. 

 
Breaking down the economy into services and manufacturing, we see that manufacturing data continues 
to weaken and is now in contractionary territory. Put another way, the manufacturing sector is shrinking for 
the first time since 2016. The good news is that the services sector, or non-manufacturing, is still strong 
and is a much bigger part of the economy. With economic growth meandering along, people remain in the 
workforce, giving them spending power. Consumer sentiment dipped in August but it’s still elevated, and 
retail sales are picking up again. 
 
With this economic backdrop, the Fed has a difficult job. If the policymakers simply look at the Fed’s dual 
mandate of low inflation and low unemployment, they should be satisfied. Unemployment is near 50-year 



 

lows and core inflation is stubbornly low, below 2%. The mandate of stable prices and full employment is 
met. However, labor markets tend to react more slowly to economic conditions. Like the Fed, we’re paying 
close attention to the pace at which companies are hiring rather than looking at the overall unemployment 
percentage. The pace of hiring can be volatile and vary from month to month. Although it’s at a level that 
can prevent the unemployment rate from falling, the pace of jobs growth has slowed this year. With the Fed 
cutting rates for a second time this year in September, we expect the Fed to cut one more time before year-
end. Market participants may want more than that though, so this could cause equity volatility as the Fed 
attempts to set expectations. 
 
Brexit 
The Fed’s decision in recent months to ease puts it in good company, mirroring other major central banks 
like The People’s Bank of China, The European Central Bank, and Bank of Japan. The Bank of England is 
also downgrading its forecasts and may join the party soon, especially if the United Kingdom exits the 
European Union without a deal, which looks increasingly likely. 
 
We haven’t written much about Brexit recently, as U.K. policymakers have done little since the referendum 
vote in mid-2016. This is a very complicated issue, but Brexit is worth mentioning now because it could 
actually happen before year-end. Now that Boris Johnson has taken over as Prime Minister for Theresa 
May, he’s eager to get the U.K. out of the European Union and does not mind a “hard Brexit,” or an exit 
without a deal. This is currently scheduled for October 31, an already ominous date. Some members in 
Parliament are trying to stop this, with legislation mandating the U.K. not leave the union without a deal and 
delaying the exit until January 2020. However, Johnson may have one last trick up his sleeve: He will likely 
call for an election where he’s hoping to get more support in Parliament, kill this bill, and exit before year-
end. This is a very fluid situation, but conservatives are gaining in popularity and Johnson may just have 
the support needed to get the votes. 
 
Markets seem complacent to these recent developments, but possibly for good reason. GDP estimates for 
the U.K. are surprisingly range-bound for the many different possible outcomes, due to some opposing 
forces at play. If the U.K. exits without a deal, Parliament will likely be controlled by the Conservative Party, 
which is more business-friendly. The British pound will also likely fall, which is supportive for British exports. 
If the exit doesn’t occur, the Labour Party will presumably be in control and favor policies that redistribute 
wealth, which may leave businesses to contemplate their own exit from the country. The European Union’s 
impact of all this may be clearer: Germany, which may already be in a recession, exports twice as many 
goods to the U.K. as it imports. It exports roughly twice as much, as a share of GDP, like France and Italy. 
A couple of years ago, the German economy could have absorbed Brexit, but now the economy is 
vulnerable. 
 
Asia 
Shifting away from the European continent, we look to the largest developed Asian economy, Japan. The 
country is currently in a trade dispute with South Korea, which is taking a toll on both economies. Both 
countries are also suffering from the U.S./China trade dispute, as exports to China for both countries have 
fallen by double digit percentages. Japan’s current GDP growth rate is 0.3%, so recession fears are high. 
 
With the largest economy in Asia, and second-largest in the world, China is struggling with ways to deal 
with U.S. tariffs. China doesn’t import as much from the U.S. as it exports, so it can’t match the United 
States in a tit-for-tat trade war. China’s new tariffs will be largely symbolic, and it must get more creative to 
deal with tariffs. Some options would be to increase the stimulus from its central bank and to depreciate its 
currency, the yuan. The good news is that depreciating the yuan helps offsets the tariffs’ impact on U.S. 
consumers. Essentially, Chinese businesses absorb some of the tariffs with a lower Chinese currency. A 
lower yuan also could cause inflation in China. The Chinese economy, which has been slowing, seems to 
have stabilized recently with the aid of monetary stimulus. This isn’t expected to last, however, and China 
should continue to slow as global demand weakens. 



 

 
Equity Markets 
 
Considering the global economy, you may be thinking U.S. stocks are seemingly defying gravity. Stock 
markets tend to be forward-looking indicators and they’re near all-time highs with mediocre global growth 
outlooks. Valuations such as price-to-earnings ratios are near the 90th percentile on the S&P 500, meaning 
that over the past 15 years, the S&P 500 P/E ratio has only been higher 10% of the time. Investors’ optimism 
seems to be centered around their dovish expectations for central banks around the world. They think the 
Fed and other central banks will lend support to markets by lowering interest rates or, in some cases, buying 
long-term bonds in the face of a global slowdown. Essentially, bad news is good news. 
 
If central banks don’t match investor expectations, this could cause market volatility. Additionally, if global 
growth numbers surprise to the upside, this could also be a disappointment for those investors hoping for 
weak data to entice global central banks to ease. It should be noted that current central bank policy isn’t 
tight to begin with. By historical standards, interest rates around the world are already low, and in Europe 
and Japan, it’s not uncommon to find negative interest rates. The European Central Bank may be running 
out of tools to support its markets and economies. 
 
We expect more volatility in the fourth quarter as expectations are adjusted. We don’t think we’ll get clarity 
on economic data as third-quarter U.S. GDP will likely be lower, but within an expected range. Global 
equities could experience even more volatility around Brexit developments and trade disputes, though these 
are priced in to a degree. Valuations are much lower around the globe, so while the rest of the world doesn’t 
look as appealing, it’s cheaper. To equate this to shopping for a watch, it might not look as good as a Rolex, 
but it also doesn’t come with the same price tag. Both developed and emerging market P/E ratios are near 
their long-term averages, with emerging markets below their long-term average.  
 
Figure 2: P/E Ratios 

 
Source: Cetera Investment Management, Morningstar, and Standard & Poor’s. Data as of 8/31/2019. 

 
 
 



 

Fixed Income 
 
Bond investors seem less optimistic about the economy. As mentioned earlier, bonds in Europe and Japan 
are expensive as their yields are negative, which is due mostly to central banks buying bonds to lower 
yields and promote growth. In the U.S., the yield curve has inverted at times, where longer-term bonds yield 
less than shorter-term bonds. On the surface, this doesn’t make sense, but it does to investors who think 
future inflation and growth will be lower. Increasingly, we’re now hearing fixed income portfolio managers 
talk about “lower for longer.” After the Fed raised rates over the past two years, it’s now easing again, and 
long-term bonds also moved sharply lower this last quarter. 
 
Looking at lower-rated bonds, known as below-investment-grade bonds or high yield bonds, the credit 
spread investors receive over Treasurys is on the lower end of this year’s range. However, as seen in 
Figure 3, this year’s range is higher than we’ve seen over the past two years. After last year’s equity sell-
off, credit spreads never fully recovered to their lower levels. Overall, these spreads aren’t screaming any 
warning signs and are currently trending lower. High yield bond investors seem to be on the same page as 
equity investors. 
 
Figure 3: High Yield Credit Spreads 

 
Source: Cetera Investment Management, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, BofAML. Data as of 9/11/2019. 
 
 
Risks to Our Outlook 
 
We already covered a lot of the risks to our outlook in the Global Economy section. In the fourth quarter: 
 

• There will likely be more talk about Brexit, and we could even see Brexit happen. 

• Trade disputes should continue to be in the news, with South Korea and Japan getting more 
headlines. 

• Geopolitical risks are more unpredictable but will persist. 



 

• Tensions with Iran have been somewhat muted and could bubble up before year-end. 

• China is trying to figure out how to handle protests in Hong Kong. 
 
While we spent a lot of time on the risks in this outlook, there are potential positive catalysts as well. A trade 
deal, or truce, between the United States and China could be a positive development. Also, slower global 
growth isn’t new. We have been in a slow-growth environment for 10 years. Growth is now slowing from 
relatively high levels after the tax cuts bumped up economic growth. While the growth trend is weakening: 
 

• Growth is still at a healthy level. 

• Unemployment rates are near 50-year lows. 

• Consumers, who make up most of the U.S. economy, are still spending at a strong rate. 
 
It’s important to keep a clear head in times like this and not have an extreme reaction to information. 
Keeping a long-term focus is key, and it’s prudent to pay closer attention to your long-term risk and return 
objectives. It may be an opportune time to rebalance to these objectives and talk to your financial 
professional about any possible changes to them. Volatility may increase, so it’s good to have a plan in 
place to give you confidence when it comes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix – U.S. Economic Overview 
 

 
 



 

 
 

This report is created by Cetera Investment Management LLC. 
 

Economic Indicator Source

US Nonfarm Monthly Payrolls ('000) U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

US Total Nonfarm Payrolls - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

U3 Unemployment Rate U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

U6 Unemployment Rate U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Quit Rate U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Initial Jobless Claims ('000) 4 Wk. MA - Month End U.S. Employment and Training Administration

KC Fed LMCI Momentum Indicator Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

Employment to Population Ratio U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

US Retail Sales - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of the Census

Vehicle Sales (Mil. Units, annualized) U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Personal Savings Rate U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Industrial Production - YoY Change Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US)

Capacity Utilization Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US)

Core Capital Goods Orders - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of the Census

Building Permits ('000) U.S. Bureau of the Census

Housing Starts ('000) U.S. Bureau of the Census

New Home Sales U.S. Bureau of the Census

S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index (20 city) - YoY Change S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC

Total Construction Spending - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of the Census

ISM Manufacturing Composite Institute for Supply Management

ISM Manufacturing New Orders Institute for Supply Management

ISM Non-Manufacturing Composite Institute for Supply Management

ISM Non-Manufacturing New Orders Institute for Supply Management

U. of Michigan Consumer Sentiment University of Michigan

Consumer Price Index (CPI) - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Producer Price Index (PPI) - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Average Hourly Earnings - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

Real GDP - QoQ (SAAR) U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Real GDP - YoY Change U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Yield Curve - Month End Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

Leading Index for the United States Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia



 

About Cetera® Investment Management 
Cetera Investment Management LLC is an SEC registered investment adviser owned by Cetera Financial Group®. Cetera Investment 
Management provides market perspectives, portfolio guidance and other investment advice to its affiliated broker-dealers, dually 
registered broker-dealers and registered investment advisers. 
 
About Cetera Financial Group® 
Cetera Financial Group (“Cetera") is a leading network of independent firms empowering the delivery of professional financial advice 
to individuals, families and company retirement plans across the country through trusted financial advisors and financial institutions. 
Cetera is the second-largest independent financial advisor network in the nation by number of advisors, as well as a leading provider 
of retail services to the investment programs of banks and credit unions. 
 
Through its multiple distinct firms, Cetera offers independent and institutions-based advisors the benefits of a large, established broker-
dealer and registered investment adviser, while serving advisors and institutions in a way that is customized to their needs and 
aspirations. Advisor support resources offered through Cetera include award-winning wealth management and advisory platforms, 
comprehensive broker-dealer and registered investment adviser services, practice management support and innovative technology. 
For more information, visit cetera.com. 
 
"Cetera Financial Group" refers to the network of independent retail firms encompassing, among others, Cetera Advisors LLC, Cetera 
Advisor Networks LLC, Cetera Investment Services LLC (marketed as Cetera Financial Institutions or Cetera Investors), Cetera 
Financial Specialists LLC, and First Allied Securities, Inc. All firms are members FINRA/SIPC. 
 
Disclosures 
The material contained in this document was authored by and is the property of Cetera Investment Management LLC. Cetera 
Investment Management provides investment management and advisory services to a number of programs sponsored by affiliated 
and non-affiliated registered investment advisers. Your registered representative or investment adviser representative is not registered 
with Cetera Investment Management and did not take part in the creation of this material. He or she may not be able to offer Cetera 
Investment Management portfolio management services. 
 
Nothing in this presentation should be construed as offering or disseminating specific investment, tax, or legal advice to any individual 
without the benefit of direct and specific consultation with an investment adviser representative authorized to offer Cetera Investment 
Management services. Information contained herein shall not constitute an offer or a solicitation of any services. Past performance is 
not a guarantee of future results. 
 
For more information about Cetera Investment Management, please reference the Cetera Investment Management LLC Form ADV 
disclosure brochure and the disclosure brochure for the registered investment adviser your adviser is registered with. Please consult 
with your adviser for his or her specific firm registrations and programs available. 
 
No independent analysis has been performed and the material should not be construed as investment advice. Investment decisions 
should not be based on this material since the information contained here is a singular update, and prudent investment decisions 
require the analysis of a much broader collection of facts and context. All information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, 
we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The opinions expressed are as of the date published and may change 
without notice. Any forward-looking statements are based on assumptions, may not materialize, and are subject to revision. 
 
All economic and performance information is historical and not indicative of future results. The market indices discussed are not 
actively managed. Investors cannot directly invest in unmanaged indices. Please consult your financial advisor for more information. 
 
Additional risks are associated with international investing, such as currency fluctuations, political and economic instability, and 
differences in accounting standards. 
 
Glossary 
 
The S&P 500 is an index of 500 stocks chosen for market size, liquidity and industry grouping (among other factors) designed to be 
a leading indicator of U.S. equities and is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe. 
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